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Washington’s Battle Over Syrian Foreign Policy: Will Hawks Or
Doves Prevail? 対シリア政策で揺れるワシントン
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think that the resistance has access to chemical
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weapons.” Thus, like most of the mainstream
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U.S. media, Rhodes simply ignored the reports

mbes_18_06_2013.html) German translation is

last May in the British media that “U.N. human

available

rights investigators have gathered testimony

(http://www.larsschall.com/2013/06/24/washi

from casualties of Syria's civil war and medical

ngtons-kampf-um-die-syrien-ausenpolitik-

staff indicating that rebel forces have used the

werden-die-falken-oder-die-tauben-obsiegen/)

nerve agent sarin.”2 Three weeks later there were

Like Putin’s policy in Russia, Obama’s Syrian

additional disputed reports that a 2kg cylinder

policy is being tugged strenuously in

with sarin gas had been seized from Syrian rebel

Washington, both by hawks and by doves. On

forces in Turkey.3 We thus see another U.S. case,

June 13, Obama handed two limited but ominous

as a decade ago in Iraq, of policy steering

victories to the hawks: a finding of fact that the

intelligence, rather than vice versa.

troops of Syria’s president Bashar al-Assad “have

The second announcement, that the U.S. would

used chemical weapons [i.e. sarin] against rebel

“begin supplying the rebels,” is also hard to

forces,” and a consequent decision “to begin

reconcile with reality. As the Timesitself revealed

supplying the rebels for the first time with small

three months ago, the CIA since early 2012 has

arms and ammunition.”1

helped facilitate an airlift of 3500 tons or more of

Both announcements sound very strange, if not

arms to the rebels from Saudi Arabia and Qatar.4

dishonest, to anyone who has been following the
Syrian crisis. Deputy National Security Adviser
Benjamin Rhodes, one of Obama’s top foreign
policy advisers, was quoted by the New York
Times as saying that “there was no reason to
1
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Times,7 U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry met in
early May with his Russian counterpart Sergei
Lavrov, and the two agreed to reconvene an
international conference by late May to deal with
the Syrian crisis (at a time when an EU arms
embargo was due to expire). The conference was,
however, postponed and is still in doubt, largely

Syrian rebels will receive new infusions of
US arms

because the west’s preferred clients in the
uprising, the Free Syrian Army, refuse to
participate while they are currently losing.

The role of Saudi Arabia and Qatar as cutouts
reprises a pattern seen in Bosnia in 2003 and

Kerry and Lavrov met again in Paris in late May,

especially Libya in 2011; and this history tells us

and the outcome this time was more ominous.

that although Washington would prefer that the

Russian media still reported, with guarded

arms not reach Salafist jihadis, it will be difficult

optimism, about a prospective but delayed

or impossible to stop this from happening.5 What

conference.8 American media however ignored or

is clear is that the new weapons will add to the

downplayed the conference notion. Instead they

slaughter without ending it – a slaughter that is
ever more directed against civilians on all sides.

quoted a State Department spokesman Patrick

6

Ventrell, who rebuked Moscow for announcing it
would deliver an advanced guided S-300 anti-

With these small moves Obama has granted the

aircraft missile system to Syria; and he added

hawks, like Republican Senator John McCain, far

that America would now support the easing of

less than they wish. In the same announcement,

the EU arms embargo.

9

Benjamin Rhodes “all but ruled out the option of
a no-fly zone,” the no-boots-on-the-ground

Two features of Obama’s Syrian policy, mutually

strategy that ousted Gaddafi in Libya. By ruling

offsetting, have been visible since he first took

out a no-fly zone, Obama may still hope to

office. The first has been his extreme caution, and

forestall a Russian move to supply Assad with

his refusal to rush into commitments like the one

advanced anti-aircraft missiles, a step almost

that has America currently bogged down in

certain to provoke Israeli involvement and

Afghanistan. The second has been a tendency to

perhaps a further expansion of the conflict into

justify his delaying tactics by abstract policy

Lebanon and Iraq.

statements fit only for headlines, as when in

With the support of an Op-Ed in the New York August 2011 he said categorically that Assad
must “step aside.” He thus left himself with a
2
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policy position that Russia will not agree to, and

new source of income. Pipelines are in place

no policy to make it happen.

already in Turkey to receive the gas. Only AlAssad is in the way.”12

Meanwhile, numerous informed American and
international analyses of the Syrian crisis warn

The Financial Timeshas since reported that

that the conflict, already a proxy war pitting
Turkey and the Arabian peninsula countries

The tiny gas-rich state of Qatar has

against Iran, could become still larger and more
dangerous.

10

spent as much as $3bn over the past

However, these reports tend to

two years supporting the rebellion

ignore the brute petroleum realities which are

in Syria, far exceeding any other

likely to determine Assad’s downfall, if they are

government…. its financial support

not directly confronted and rebutted.

for the revolution that has turned
into a vicious civil war dramatically

Syria’s petroleum reserves were estimated in

overshadows western backing for

2010 at 2,500,000,000 barrels. More importantly,

the opposition.13

Syria is the most obvious land route for any
pipelines to export oil and gas from the Persian

The informed website ZeroHedge.com has

Gulf, including Iran, to the energy-hungry

commented that this considerable investment is

nations of western Europe. But the

“as so often happens in the middle east,… once

Kirkuk–Baniyas crude oil pipeline, from the

again all about the natural resources.”14

Kirkuk oil field in Iraq to the Mediterranean, was
destroyed by U.S. air strikes in 2003 and never

Qatar’s North Dome gas field, in the middle of

reopened.

the Persian Gulf, is one with Iran’s South Pars
field, and together they constitute the largest gas

In 2009 Qatar and Turkey began negotiating a

field in the world. In 2011 Assad rejected an

new natural gas pipeline across Saudi Arabia and

ultimatum from Qatar and instead agreed with

Syria to Turkey, to link up with the proposed

Iran and Iraq to build a new Iran-Syria pipeline

Nabucco pipeline across Turkey from

which would transfer natural gas to the

Azerbaijan. 1 1 A route through Iraq seemed

Mediterranean from Iran’s South Pars natural gas

increasingly problematic, however, with the

field rather than Qatar’s North Dome. 15 (We

increasing conflicts there. Meanwhile, according

should recall that similar challenges to American

to Oilprice.com, Saudi Arabia denied Qatar the

petrodollar hegemony were made by Saddam

use of its territory, leaving a route through

Hussein and Muammar Gaddafi, with fatal

southern Iraq and Syria for Qatar to “secure a
3
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consequences to them and their regimes.)16

Former Ambassador Peter Tomsen has written
an eloquent memoir, The Wars of Afghanistan
,

As Pepe Escobar has commented,

about this under-acknowledged tragedy, out of
which grew both 9/11 and a war America is still

The key (unstated) reason for Qatar

fighting:

to be so obsessed by regime change
in Syria is to kill the $10 billion Iran-

Under Secretary for Political Affairs

Iraq-Syria [natural gas] pipeline,

Robert Kimmitt and I tried to close

which was agreed upon in July 2011.

the gap between the State

The same applies to Turkey, because

Department and the CIA’s

this pipeline would bypass Ankara,

Directorate of Operations on Afghan

which always bills itself as the key

policy. I met twice with Deputy CIA

energy crossroads between East and

Director Richard Kerr to resolve

West.

differences. But the agency persisted
in backing the ISI’s military attacks

It’s crucial to remember that the

on Kabul aimed at replacing

Iran-Iraq-Syria pipeline is …

Najib[ullah] with Hekmatyar….

anathema to Washington…. The

Separately, the State Department

difference is that Washington in this

and the CIA were operating at cross

case can count on its allies Qatar and

purposes. That was a certain recipe

Turkey to sabotage the whole deal.17

for paralysis and ultimate policy
failure.19

One of the great downsides of covert foreign
policies is that crucial world-changing decisions

Unless there is a significant change, we can

are entrusted to gung-ho cowboys with little

anticipate the same tragedy again in Syria -- with

oversight and still less interest in the long-term

the CIA, in collusion with Saudi Arabia and

consequences of their disruptive actions. We saw

Qatar, facilitating arms to similar Sunni jihadis,

this two decades ago when the CIA, overriding

while the State Department officials seek, with

the State Department, helped Pakistan’s ISI, in

their Russian counterparts, a peaceful resolution

collusion with the Salafist jihadi Hekmatyar,

to this crisis.

overthrow the relatively moderate Najibullah
government in Afghanistan that had been left

The alternative would be a timely reconvening of

behind when the Soviets withdrew.18

an international Geneva Conference, with or
4
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without the various rebel factions, and certainly

as

with the participation of Qatar and two other

(http://www.japanfocus.org/-Peter_Dale-Scott/

countries excluded from the last such conference:

3835)

Iran and Saudi Arabia. All these nations are

a

Strategy

of

Tension
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already part of the conflict, and all these nations,

America's

like the rest of the world, have legitimate

Self-Generating

Wars

(http://apjjf.org/-Peter_Dale-Scott/3819)

interests that would be better served by peace.20
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